CCW Library News
The library is at its busiest during the Winter
months and we’ve been so delighted that so many
books have been taken out in Term 2.
In this edition of Library News, we hope to inspire
you to add books to your list for Father Christmas.
Spend some time away from the TV and enjoy
reading a book or two this holiday.

Rudyard Kipling’s
astonishing characters
come to life in this
stunning new edition of a
beloved classic.

This gripping adventure story will
keep readers turning the pages
until the satisfying conclusion.

Jack Mattingly is a genius. He
has an IQ of 170. He speaks
fluent Mandarin and Latin. And
he can calculate the square root
of 1,673,549 in his head.

Hilarious and full of heart.
An extraordinary novel for
those curious readers.

Secrets, lies and home
truths will out, frying pans
burnt, and arguments will
flare up in a story full of
humour, honesty and
minor household
emergences.

A wonderful book about
finding one’s own voice –
Will appeal to Jacqueline
Wilson and Cath Cassidy
fans.

A supernatural,
spine-tingling,
powerful, action
packed read! A must
for Alex Rider fans

This gentle book explores loss in
its many forms, and gives insight
into the thought process of an
autistic girl, as she tries to make
sense of the world around her.
This book will particularly appeal
to fans of Wonder by P J
Palacio………………..

If you get a chance over the holidays – pop to the cinema to
see this powerful, emotional uplifting film based on the book.

Or if you are a Year 7 pupil and wanted to know a little more
about Charles Dickens before looking at his work; perhaps a
visit to see The Man Who Invented Christmas?

Year 7 have read a million hours of books along with other pupils from Kent.
Individual prizes this term have included free tickets for Revolution, Quex Park
and Leeds Castle. Well done to you all!

Books to support your English work:
Year 7: Works by Charles Dickens-A Christmas Carol or Oliver Twist
Year 8: Survival stories-Robinson Crusoe or Touching the Void
Year 9: Dystopian Books- 1984, War of the Worlds or The Maze Runner
Year 10: Re-read Sign of Four

